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In this work, a mathematical treatment for the quantum limit of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
homodyne coherent detection was presented. This treatment is based on the case of balanced detection
when the incident signal power is much lesser than the local oscillator power when the efficient AC
coupling is assumed. The final results were obtained from an analytical expression of SNR dependent
of the average number of incident photons and the quantum efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Although coherent detection is relatively new
in optical communications, it has been around in
radio communications for a long time. In both
radio and optical communications, the essence of
coherent detection is to generate a product term
of the received signal and a local carrier. As a
result, the received passband signal can be
demodulated or shifted back to baseband. As an
example,
consider
a
passband
signal
m(t)cos( inct) shown in Fig. (1a) [1].

(a)

(b)
Fig. (1) Coherent detection in (a) radio
communications and (b) optical communications [1]

To recover the original baseband signal m(t),
the received signal is multiplied by a local
oscillator cos( loct). If the local carrier is
synchronized to the received signal m(t)cos( inc)
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in frequency, i.e., inc= loc, the product term is
[2]
m(t ) cos( inc t ) × cos( loc t ) =
(1)
1
1
m(t ) + m(t ) cos(2 inc t )
2
2
Therefore, the baseband signal can be
recovered using the low-pass filter. The above
mentioned scheme is called homodyning
because inc= loc.
Both phase-shift keying (PSK) and
differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) use signal
constellations consisting of number of points
equally spaced on a circle. While PSK encodes
each block of logarithmic number of points (bits)
in the phase of the transmitted symbol, DPSK
encodes each block of the same logarithmic
number of points (bits) in the phase change
between successively transmitted symbols [3].
Tonguz and Wagner [4] showed that the
performance of DPSK with optical amplification
and interferometric detection is equivalent to
standard differentially coherent detection [5].
Although the use of the multiplier to generate
the product term is common in radio
communications, it is not practical in optical
communications [6]. An alternative way is to
mix the incident signal with a local optical
carrier. As illustrated in Fig. (1b), if the two
signals have the same polarizations, the
magnitudes of their fields can be scalar added. In
this case, because the photocurrent output is
proportional to the combined intensity,
(2)
I ph = R Pinc + Ploc + 2 Pinc Ploc cos ( inc t
loc t )

{
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where R is the responsivity of the photodiode and
Ploc is the local oscillator power
Among three terms, Ploc is a constant term
that can be simply filtered out by AC-coupling.
The third term is the product term of interest.
Because Ploc>>Pinc, (PincPloc)1/2 is much larger
than Pinc. Therefore, the latter term can be
dropped.
A detailed block diagram of coherent
homodyne detection is shown in Fig. (2). in
homodyne detection, the carrier recovery loop
uses a photodetector output to drive the carrier
loop. The photodetector output carries the phase
difference information of the signal and the local
oscillator [1].

a j 1 1
(5)
e
1 j
2
where 0<a<1 is a certain loss factor from
practical implementation
This hybrid is called the 90° hybrid because
there is a 90° phase shift between T1 and T2. In
practical 90° four-port hybrid design, the loss
factor (a) cannot be greater than 0.7071 because
of the limitation of physics. This implies at least
a 3dB power loss and is undesirable [1,8].
After the two light signals are mixed by the
hybrid, there are two main configurations used in
photodetection: single detection and balanced
detection, which is illustrated in Fig. (3). Single
detection uses only one photodiode and this is
the same as in incoherent detection. In this case,
one of the hybrid's outputs is not used and can be
used for carrier recovery. Balanced detection
feeds the two outputs to two photodiodes whose
current outputs are subtracted. One major
advantage of balanced detection is that it cancels
the relative intensity noise (RIN) from the local
oscillator [9].
H 90 =

Fig. (2) Block diagram of homodyne coherent
detection

2. Mathematical Treatment
Hybrid is a four-port device that mixes two
light signals and, in general, its two inputs and
two outputs are related by a 2x2 matrix as [7]:
Eo1
Eo 2

=

T1

X 1 Einc

X2

T2

Eloc

=H

Einc

(3)

Eloc

In coherent detection, there are two important
types of hybrids that deserve further
consideration. The first type is called the 180°
hybrid, with the transfer matrix given by [1]:
1 i 1 1
(4)
H 180 =
e
1 1
2
There is a 180° phase shift between T1 and
T2, and the hybrid is lossless because of
2

2

2

Fig. (3) Balanced detection

Consider the use of a 180° hybrid, the two
outputs from the hybrid can thus be expressed as
1
(6a)
Eo1 =
(Einc + Eloc )
2
1
(6b)
Eo 2 =
(Einc Eloc )
2
After photodetection,

2

T1 + X 2 = T2 + X 1 = 1

The other important type of hybrid has a
transfer matrix given by

{
{

R
Pinc + Ploc + 2 Pinc Ploc cos[( inc
2
R
I ph, 2 = Pinc + Ploc 2 Pinc Ploc cos[( inc
2
I ph,1 =

where Pinc is the incident light power and Ploc is
the local carrier power
In amplitude modulation, Pinc is modulated
according to the transmitted data. Also, (t) is
the phase of the carrier and can be used for phase
modulation [1,10]. With balanced detection, the
difference between the photocurrents is

loc

loc

)t +

)t +

}
(t )]}
(t )]

I ph = I ph ,1

(7a)
(7b)

I ph , 2

(8)
= 2 R Pinc Ploc cos[( inc
)
t
+
(
t
)
]
loc
This subtracted current has no DC terms and
is twice that of the individual photodiode output.
Therefore, use of single detection has a 3dB
(factor 1/2) power loss compared to balanced
detection.
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3. Results and Discussion
Based on the balanced detection, when
homodyne detection is used or s= loc, then
(9)
I ph = 2 R Pinc Ploc cos[ (t )]
In the case of homodyne detection, the
photocurrent signal given by Eq. (9) is a
baseband signal and immediately ready for
detection. Specifically, as shown in Fig. (4), the
photocurrent output from homodyne detection is
first equalized by a matched filter and then
followed by threshold detection. When the shot
noise is approximated as Gaussian and there is
no inter-symbol interference (ISI), this match
filtering structure gives the optimum detection
performance. When the input pulse is rectangular
or a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pulse, the matched
filtering is equivalent to integrate-and-dump
[11].

(2R
SNR =

)

2

Pinc Ploc T
4 PincT
(13)
=
=4 N
qRPlocT
hf
where N is the average number of incident
photons over the period T,
is the quantum
efficiency, and R=q /hf
A SNR of 36 is needed to achieve a bit error
rate (BER) of 10-9 for phase-shift keying (PSK)
in Eq. (9)). If =1, N must equal
( =0 or
(PincT/hf)=9 photons per bit, which is the
quantum limit using PSK homodyne detection
[15].
As shown in Fig. (5), signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is varying with the incident signal power
(Pinc) at different responsivities. It is clear that
the higher responsivity dump the noise to very
small levels (negligible) as the incident signal
power is increased with assumption of constant
local oscillator power (Ploc).
2.5

R=0.9
R=0.75
R=0.3

2

Fig. (4) Postdetection for homodyne detection

Shot noise can be assumed to be Gaussian
when the noise power is large [13-14]. If an
integrate-and-dump filter is used in Fig. (15.6) as
the matched filter for homodyne detection, the
noise power at the threshold detector input is
2
(12)
n = qRPlocT
From Eqs. (9) and (12), the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in homodyne detection is given by
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1.5
SNR (x1017)

The current outputs given in Eqs. (7a) and
(7b) contain only signal terms. In practice, there
are additional noise terms that need to be added.
In addition to receiver noise, two important noise
terms are the shot noise from photodetection and
the RIN from the local oscillator. Because the
RIN power is proportional to the local optical
power, which is much larger than the received
signal power, the RIN can greatly affect
detection performance. When balanced detection
is used, the same RIN occurs at the two
photodiode outputs. Therefore, by subtracting the
two current outputs from balanced detection, the
RIN can be cancelled [4,12].
After the RIN is cancelled, the only noise
term to consider the shot noise because of the
high local optical power. The two-sided power
spectral density (PSD) of noise at each
photodiode output is [1]
1
(10)
Sn ,i ( ) = qRPloc
2
where i is either 1 or 2
When the two current outputs are subtracted
in balanced detection, the total noise power is
(11)
Sn, i ( ) = Sn,1 ( ) + Sn , 2 ( ) = qRPloc B
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Fig. (5) Variation of SNR with incident power (Pinc) at
different responsivities

Figure (6) shows that the shorter period taken
by the incident photons to reach the detecting
element is leading to undesirable levels of noise
within the whole detection system. Therefore, it
is important to control this period in order to
prevent the noise from dominate the output
signal or at least to limit the noise at rather
acceptable levels not affecting the bit rate toward
decrease. However, operating at very long
periods may cause to stimulate some other types
of noise those are not desirable at all in such
detection systems [16].
It seems that there is no limit for increasing
the number of incident photons per bit versus
SNR, as shown in Fig. (7), at the low rates
(<100photons/bit) as these photons are
contributing to the output signal with low noise
level. However, SNR does not reach very high
levels despite the further increasing in the
number of incident photons per bit because of the
output signal saturation, which is an important
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limitation in such optoelectronic devices and
systems.
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Fig. (6) Variation of SNR with responsivity (R) at
different periods
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Fig. (7) Variation of SNR with number of incident
photons (N)

with the assumption of efficient AC coupling. In
conclusion, the SNR can be expressed in terms
of number of incident photons per bit and the
quantum efficiency for an acceptable level as
4 N.
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4. Conclusion
From the results obtained in this work, the
quantum limit of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
homodyne coherent detection was introduced.
The behavior of SNR as a function of several
parameters, such as incident signal power,
responsivity and number of incident photons per
bit, was explained for the case of balanced
detection when the incident signal power is much
lesser than the local oscillator power (Ploc>>Pinc)
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